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Snapple made a name for itself by doing things 
differently. Its founders combined whimsical 
drink blends and unconventional marketing to 
create an authentically quirky brand. Snapple 
maintained a unique voice that countered big 
business attitudes, giving them a strong presence 
in the ready-to-drink (RTD) market. 

Snapple asked us to increase their brand 
awareness and drive sales by targeting the 
Heartland, a geographic region on the East Coast, 
and the non-Heartland, the rest of the country.

While Snapple’s overall brand messaging has 
remained consistent, the RTD industry has 

evolved. Now, the market includes many new 
beverages that claim to offer self-improvement 
benefits, in addition to taste. Amidst a cultural 
pressure to constantly improve, consumers 
are overwhelmed by a highly saturated market,  
inhibiting Snapple from standing out as a product 
and a brand.

By inviting our audience to embrace who they 
truly are, Snapple will distinguish itself in both 
the RTD market and a culture of commercialized 
self-improvement. Our national campaign will 
revitalize Snapple’s genuine voice by encouraging 
consumers to own their individual quirkiness.
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challenge
Snapple identifies the Heartland as consumers in 
specific regions of the East Coast and non-
Heartland consumers as the rest of the nation. Our 
challenge is to significantly increase Snapple’s 
purchase frequency and brand awareness in the 
non-Heartland, while maintaining brand loyalty and 
driving sales in the Heartland. To do this, we needed 
to look at Snapple’s brand, its audience, the RTD 
industry and U.S. consumer culture.

brand

culture

Over the last two decades, the RTD market 
experienced an increase in the number of products 
available3. This shift includes beverages that claim 
to provide a variety of benefits for the consumer 
such as caffeine, electrolytes and vitamins. We 
needed to evaluate how Snapple currently fits into 
this industry.

Snapple is fondly remembered as a unique 
personality in the RTD beverage industry1. 
As the market grew and consumer beverage 
considerations changed, Snapple did not stand out 
in the same way2. We needed to revisit Snapple’s 
roots to understand how to refresh the brand.

audience
Snapple’s target audience is 18–494 year olds, a 
combination of Generation X and Y. Our primary 
and secondary research revealed four distinct RTD 
consumer groups relevant to Snapple: the Heavy 
Snapple Consumer, the Health Beverage Consumer, 
Sugary Beverage Consumer and Functional 
Beverage Consumer. We needed to determine if and 
how Snapple could appeal to each of these groups.

The pursuit of constant self-improvement is deeply 
ingrained in U.S. consumer culture. This is evidenced 
by the number of products that aim to help 
consumers achieve personal goals. We needed to 
understand how this applies to the drink industry 
and affects consumers’ purchasing decisions.

industry
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brand
Snapple’s founders kept the company lighthearted by not taking themselves too seriously. Consumers 
loved the brand’s unique flavors, unapologetic tone and its contrast to corporate culture5.

Howard Stern helped establish Snapple’s quirky voice early on by associating it with his counterculture 
persona6. Spokesperson Wendy Kaufman delighted consumers with her honest, unscripted personality. 
These contributors helped validate the brand’s authenticity. 

Over time, Snapple’s original voice faded. The brand’s fluctuation and overall decrease in value over 
the past two decades is the result of repeated ownership transfers and an expanding RTD market7.
Snapple recently returned to its New York origins with the #LoveSnapple campaign; however, we 
found that Snapple’s roots are far deeper than geography.

Founded by three friends as an all-
natural beverage for New Yorkers. 
Howard Stern and Wendy Kaufman 
are spokespeople. Valued at $516 
million9.

Cuts flavors, spokespeople and takes 
conventional marketing approach. 
Alienates original Snapple consumers. 
Sold for $300 million to Triarc Beverage 
Group in 199711.

Cadbury Schweppes 
spins off U.S. drink 
business into Dr. Pepper 
Snapple Group. Trying 
to return to its roots 
with the #LoveSnapple 
campaign.
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“

”

People my age 
remember Snapple 
fondly, I can’t even 
tell you, Snapple 
was so big in the 
mid ‘90s.
- Lisa, 37, focus group8
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research
breakdown
Our research focused on how 
consumers interact with the RTD 
industry, the current Snapple 
consumer base and Snapple’s 
brand history.

1972-1992

1992-1994
Goes public. Sales triple 
within three months. Sold 
to Quaker Oats for $1.7 
billion by 1994.

1994-1997

Brings back spokespeople and 
unique flavors. Tries to revive 
original brand voice12. Sold 
for $1.45 billion to Cadbury 
Schweppes in 2000.

1997-2000

2000-2008
Snapple expands to other countries 
and creates new flavors. Trouble 
pushing “Best Stuff on Earth” and 
“all-natural” ingredients. Merges into 
Dr. Pepper Snapple Group in 200813.

2008-present

88 in-store interviews

opportunity
Snapple can get back to its roots by reclaiming 
a quirky voice in the RTD market.

108 creative concept 
testing responses

research + insights



industry
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An RTD beverage is a prepackaged, non-alcoholic drink. The RTD 
beverage market makes $141 billion in annual sales14 15and has become 
increasingly overcrowded—more than 60 new brands launched 
between 2012 and 201416 in the RTD tea category alone. 

Flexible packaging regulations allow many RTD products to claim 
benefits like energy, enhanced hydration and supplements that lead to 
potential health benefits for the consumer17. Consumer considerations 
shifted accordingly, leading to increased consumption of products such 
as sports and energy drinks and decreased consumption of products 
perceived to be less beneficial, like soda and fruit drinks18.

The increased variety of RTD products resulted in distinct categories 
within the market. Examples include RTD coffees, sodas, flavored 
waters, energy drinks and sports drinks. While Snapple places itself in 
the tea and juice categories—which made $5.3 billion and $15.5 billion 
in 2014 respectively19 20—our primary research indicates that consumers 
perceive Snapple as a juice or something between a juice and a tea21. 
In contrast, Snapple’s direct competitors like Brisk or Arizona are more 
definitively categorized by consumers22.

opportunity
Snapple has the opportunity to redefine itself as 
a product that defies categorization.

Consumer Categorization of  RTD Beverage Brands

Audience Purchase Frequency

research + insights



opportunity
Snapple can take a stand by encouraging consumers to celebrate their quirks without 
feeling pressure to change.
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culture
U.S. consumer culture glorifies continual self-
improvement. This created a multi-billion dollar 
market full of products that claim physical and 
mental enhancement24 25 26. As a result, 
consumers spent $195.6 billion on health and 
wellness products in 201327.

While these products can positively influence 
the lives of consumers, they can also cause 
negative side effects28. A study conducted at 
the University of British Columbia found that 
among U.S. consumers, guilt plays a major role 
in the incentive to purchase personal 
improvement products. Many brands tap into 
this social pressure to target consumers.

Change in Consumer Beverage Needs Between 2003 and 2013

A national survey asked 1200 individuals what they look for in 
beverages. The above graph illustrates the shift in attitude around RTD 
beverage consumption per capita in the U.S. from 2003 to 2013.

research + insights



heavy snapple
consumer
Heavy consumers account for almost 80% of 
Snapple’s current volume and make at least nine 
purchases a year29.Although most of these 
consumers are located in the Heartland, they 
also exist in locations across the country30.  We 
chose to target these consumers.

light snapple 
consumer

health 
beverage 
consumer

functional 
beverage 
consumer

Light consumers are aware of Snapple and 
drink it about once a year31, but usually turn to 
other beverages32. We further divided these 
consumers into the following three categories:

These consumers tend to avoid 
beverages with high sugar 
content33. We chose not to 
focus on targeting this group.

In addition to taste, these 
consumers look for function 
in their beverages. Function 
can include tangible benefits 
like vitamins or caffeine, or 
intrinsic benefits like health or 
wellness37. In-depth interviews 
and focus groups revealed that 
there are two types of functional 
beverage consumers:

We chose to target Benefit 
Justifiers.

sugary 
beverage 
consumer

When selecting RTD 
beverages, these consumers 
look for sweet tasting drinks 34 
and consume RTD beverages 
with comparable amounts of 
sugar to Snapple35. In 2014, 
26.3% of U.S. adults consumed 
non-diet sodas, fruit drinks, 
or both, at least once a day36. 
To choose Snapple, these 
consumers do not have to 
change their pre-existing habits 
or attitudes around beverage 
consumption. We chose to 
target these consumers.
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“

”

I stopped drinking 
Snapple for health 
reasons, but I drink 
Arizona Green Tea 
because it has less 
sugar. 

- Max, 21, focus group44

“

”

Snapple has a bit 
too much sugar for 
me. I like drinks like 
vitaminwater; it feels 
healthier. 
- Catrin, 46, focus group43

Benefit Seekers may consume a sports drink during 
a long workout at the gym to replenish electrolytes. 
We chose to focus outside of this group. 

Benefit Justifiers may consume a sports drink 
with their meal primarily because they enjoy the 
taste; however, when asked, they say they drink the 
beverage for both taste and electrolytes. Only 17.6% 
of Gatorade drinkers, the most popular sports drink, 
say they exercise regularly38 39. 

Sports drinks, energy drinks and teas are popular 
among Benefit Justifiers40 41. Although Snapple 
offers teas, these consumers are choosing 
other tea or beverage options42. When focus 
group participants were asked why they chose 
alternatives to Snapple, responses were similar 
across generations.

audience

Our three target groups are Heavy Snapple 
Consumers, Sugary Beverage Consumers, and 
Benefit Justifiers. To appeal to Benefit Justifiers, 
Snapple must use messaging that relieves their 
habit of justification. Combined with a unique brand 
voice, this messaging will increase awareness and 
drive sales across all three target groups.

opportunity

1
2 3

• Benefit Seekers:  seek 
beverages for their 
benefits.

• Benefit Justifiers: 
use benefits to justify  
consumption.

Even beverages with similar sugar content and 
product offerings stand out to consumers as being 
more functional than Snapple.

research + insights
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measuring 
success

To increase the heavy 
user buying rate, we will 
increase the frequency 
of Snapple purchases 
from 9 to 10 per year in 
the Heartland. 

To increase the light 
user buying rate, we will 
increase the frequency 
of Snapple purchases 
from 1 to 3 per year in the 
non-Heartland.

90% of people outside of 
the Heartland are aware of 
Snapple, but only 15% 
have Snapple in their top 
tea or juice drink 
consideration set. We will 
increase Top-of-Mind 
brand awareness to match 
general awareness.

Consumers today have more beverage options than ever, many of them sweet and refreshing like Snapple. Taste is 
no longer the only consideration when purchasing. Function distinguishes some RTD beverages from others, but 
Snapple is not consistently recognized for benefits like its caffeine content. Instead, Snapple offers the Benefit 
Justifier and the rest of its consumers a benefit that no other drink brand does—relief from the pressure to change. 
Snapple’s appeal has continuously relied on being simply themselves. A bold voice complemented by Snapple’s 
unusual flavors and ability to defy categorization can set the brand apart—a quirky voice and quirky flavors work 
together to make Snapple, Snapple. 

Early on, Snapple developed its own authentic blend of lighthearted humor and eccentricity. It encompassed this 
attitude in one word: quirky45. Today, the term “quirky” has been diluted by brands, celebrities, television shows 
and other cultural trends46. What remains of quirky is an empty association with trendy glasses and a zany personality. 
These shallow representations of individuality have turned quirky into ordinary.

strategy

“

”

I think for me quirky today implies intentionally different 
than other things for no other purpose than to be different.

- Anna, 25, in-depth interview47

9         10

1        3

90%

True quirkiness continues to exist in moments that are endearingly odd, authentic and “just for you.” By 
returning to its roots, Snapple can restore quirky to its true meaning.

Quirk is a universal quality—everyone has something that makes them different. 
Snapple has the opportunity to encourage consumers to celebrate their quirky 
side. Our new messaging will position Snapple as the quintessential companion 
to quirky moments.

central idea

The Snapple case study 
identifies three significant 
campaign objectives.

“

”

Quirky? I think it’s different...but in a way that attracts 
people to it. Quirky is they’ve got something weird 
going on over there, but you kind of want to hangout 
with them...because there’s probably something really 
cool that they’re doing. 

 - Alison, 22, in-depth interview48

strategy



manifesto
This is for you.

The dancers with two left feet. 
The showerhead serenaders. 
The talent show winners, and losers. 

Let loose for a minute. 

Burn the adult rulebook. 
Put hot sauce on everything. 
Remember how to roller-skate.

And when the world asks why, don’t bottle it up. 
Life is more fun, uncapped. 

Snapple. Uncap Something Different. 

9/27creative



tv + video spots
We produced two TV spots that feature Snapple’s new brand voice. With a lighthearted twist, both depict how rewarding it can be to 
embrace living life uncapped. Samba, a highly specific targeting platform, will reach viewers on tablet, mobile and on-demand
television, pushing these spots toward highly specific individuals based on their age, lifestyle and preferences49.

The scene opens in an art studio. Opera music plays as 
Rex uncaps a Snapple and starts to mix bright colors on his 
palette. He paints until he is satisfied with his masterpiece. 
The camera pans out to reveal his true passion: an impressive 
collection of emoji paintings.

SUPER: Snapple. Uncap something 

Because it’s a normal Sunday, Anne has pulled out the baby 
carriage for a walk. With a Snapple along for the ride, she 
strolls through the park pushing the most important individual 
in her life. She pauses to rest on a bench and lifts a bundle of 
joy out of the stroller, revealing that her little one is in fact an 
aged Dachshund. 

SUPER: Snapple. Uncap something to call your own
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total cost: $4,000,000
total impressions: 81,632,649 
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total cost: $1,250,000 
total impressions: 7,000,000 

total cost: $400,000 
total impressions: 2,059,305

comic-con photobooth: uncap something to remember

silent disco: uncap something to dance about 

The San Diego, New York and Salt Lake City Comic-Cons attract nearly 624,000 attendees, including both Gen X 
and Gen Y50. Snapple will install a professional photobooth at each convention. Step in front of the green screen, 
strike a pose and save your memory on a personalized bottle of Snapple. Digital downloads of the photos will live 
exclusively on Snapple.com. This will create a rewarding experience for a passionate audience, and encourage 
7,000,000 power-poses51.

Snapple will target audiences at music festivals like Bonnaroo52 53 54 
and tourists on the boardwalks of popular beaches. Put on your glow-
in-the-dark Snapple headphones and jam with your friends while the 
world looks on in silence. The best part—our playlists, also available on 
Spotify, will feature different tempoed music, so you can slow dance to 
some smooth jazz while the person next to you rocks out to Fetty Wap. 
This will bust out 2,059,305 new dance moves.
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total cost: $557,822
total impressions: 199,941,600

bay to breakers snap-letes: uncap 
something that feels like winning
Bay to Breakers is the least serious 12k in the U.S. 
With over 70,000 annual participants and 200,000 
spectators55, it’s a great place for Snapple to uncap 
a new perspective on competition. Prior to the event, 
Snapple will identify promising “Snap-Letes” and 
create online profiles for them that feature things 
like their pre-run breakfast choices and fitness 
routines. The Snapple team will document the entire 
process on social media and generate content for 
Snapple.com. But the fun doesn’t stop there.

Because about 40% of runners drop out56, Snapple 
will install the “sorta finished finish line” at Golden 
Gate Park for those who forget about the real finish 
line. By providing these athletes with complementary 
Snapple, “Snap-Lete” jerseys and “sorta finished” 
medals, this experience will garner 199,941,600 
unconventional winners.
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total cost: $450,000
total impressions: 11,000,000

snapchat: uncap 
something  beautiful
Snapchat is the perfect canvas for sharing 
something different, which is why Snapple 
will create the Snapsterpiece face filter 
that allows consumers to distort any part 
of their face with a fingertip. Snapsterpiece 
introduces a function of the app that 
its millions of daily users have not yet 
experienced57, prompting high levels of 
interaction. This will garner 11,000,000 
screenshots.

total cost: $4,000,000
total impressions: 148,237,900 

facebook: uncap something shareable
71% of U.S. adults visit Facebook every day59. By allowing 
users to flood their profiles with a pattern of caps floating 
in a Snapple sea, this execution will launch a new and fun 
aesthetic for the platform. Those who choose to customize 
their profile will stand in stark contrast to all others—
aligning with Snapple’s boldly confident personality. This 
will impress 148,237,900 new friends.
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total cost: $500,000
total impressions: 11,000,000

snapchat: uncap 
something fierce
Snapchat is the go-to curator of hilarious 
moments, influencing 58% of college 
students’ purchasing habits58. Snapple will 
promote a static filter featuring a short 
caption that prompts users to fill in the 
blank. This will uncap 11,000,000 shameless 
selfies.

creative
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total cost: $3,500,000 
total impressions: 100,000,000 

hulu: uncap something interactive
Hulu is a great place for binge-watchers to catch 
up on shows they have missed, but each episode 
is prefaced by a set of commercials. Interactive 
experiences are 24% more likely to drive sales than 
traditional TV spots61. Snapple will capitalize on this 
by allowing users to choose from four experiences. 
Each option will feature a 15 second video similar to 
Snapple’s new TV spots. Uncap the experience that 
intrigues you the most and interact with Snapple 
in your own way. This will let loose 100,000,000 

total cost: $500,000 
total impressions: 14,285,714

youtube: uncap 
something really reel
With 6 billion hours of video watched every month, 
something different happens on YouTube every day60. 
That’s why it’s the perfect place for Snapple to get 
real by allowing consumers behind the reel. In a set of 
hyperaware pre-roll spots, Snapple will show YouTube 
viewers how commercials are actually filmed. Spots will 
slowly zoom out from a tight-shot of a Snapple bottle to 
reveal the bigger picture, encouraging our audience to 
continue watching after the 10 second pre-roll. Viewers 
will witness the airbrush strokes on a dog’s birthday cake 
and see what it takes to wake up like Beyoncé. This will 
prompt 14,285,714 thumbs to go up.
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total cost: $5,472,000
total impressions: 733,780,426 

spotify: uncap something to discover
Snapple will uncap something new on Spotify, the leading streaming service for Gen Y62 63. Following a period of in-app promotion, Snapple 
will sponsor Discover Weekly, an individually curated playlist, and disable ads for spotify users whenever they use the Discover feature. 30 new 
songs, every week, ad-free, courtesy of Snapple.

total cost: $2,520,000
total impressions: 120,000,000

pandora: uncap something karaoke worthy
Snapple will uncap something to sing along to on Pandora, the 
primary digital radio service for Gen X64. During commercial 
breaks, a well-known tune will pause mid-chorus, prompting 
listeners to choose the correct lyric from three options on the 
screen. If the user guesses correctly, Snapple will reward them 
with 30 minutes of ad-free listening and a dash of nostalgia. 
This will cue 120,000,000 Sweet Carolines. 
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total cost: $4,198,400
total impressions: 60,000,000

To shake up the the daily routine for millions of riders65, Snapple will install linear flipbooks in highly-trafficked subway tunnels of New York City 
and Chicago. The animations will feature multiple Snapple flavors rotating on an axis until the last bottle tips over and the words, “uncap something 
animated” appear. This unusual placement allows the brand to live in a memorable space, while heightening commuter awareness of Snapple vendors 
near subway stations. This will raise 60,000,000 eyes from little screens.

subway flipbook: uncap something animated

creative
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total cost: $3,848,175 
total impressions: 158,281,044

digital vending machine: 
uncap something unexpected
By adding an endearing twist to the vending 
machine experience, Snapple will encourage 
audience participation and drive sales. After 
selecting their choice from a digital screen, 
customers will watch a team of small, flying 
robots deliver their Snapple bottle into the 
dispenser. These vending machines will disrupt 
the norm in laundromats and outlet malls 
throughout highly populated U.S. cities. This will 
provide 158,281,044 flying robots with jobs.

Snapple will takeover escalator 
handrails in subway stations 
near convenience stores 
throughout the U.S. Bold 
vinyl strips featuring colorful 
Snapple caps will run down 
either side, uncapping every 
escalator ride. With an average 
of 30 seconds of engagement 
time, 85% of people remember 
branded escalator handrails66. 
This will brighten 66,000,000 
smiles on the way to the top.

total cost: $293,612 
total impressions: 32,500,000

billboards: uncap something cheeky
This slyly saucy content encourages everyone to uncap their 
cheeky side—however they see fit. These billboards will 
appear along busy highways near popular music festivals in 
the U.S., targeting youthful consumers and appealing to the 
68% of drivers who make shopping decisions en route67. This 
will embolden 32,500,000 free spirits.

total cost: $3,200,000
total impressions: 66,000,000

escalators: uncap 
something on 
your way to the topgu

er
ril

la
creative
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total cost: $354,000
total impressions: 6,000,000

snapple labs: uncap something 
with your pinky up
Snapple Labs introduces: Snapple Flights. Enjoy your suddenly 
classy shopping experience with an elegantly presented flight 
of Snapple tasters. Snapple Flights will allow everyone to fall 
back in love with their favorite flavors at this comically chic in-
store tasting, indulging the average consumer who is nine times 
more likely to purchase after sampling68. This execution will be 
implemented by distributors using pre-packaged Snapple Flight 
kits. From nodes of Peach Mangosteen to the complexity of Noni 
Berry, Snapple Flights will inspire 6,000,000 “Cheers!”

total cost: $5,552,500
total impressions: 806,000,000

fridge caps: uncap something to brighten your day 
To uncap Snapple’s in-store presence, Snapple cap floor decals will be 
installed in 360 grocery stores, convenience stores and Walmarts throughout 
our targeted cities. Stepping on a cap decal will instantly flood the Snapple 
display with colored lights, enticing the 90% of U.S. consumers who purchase 
items not on their shopping list69. Select grocery stores will also feature a 
similar decal function at the end of aisles, as 83% of shoppers are incentivized 
by promotional displays70. This adds an unexpected element to any shopping 
experience, while driving sales. This will light up 806,000,000 faces.
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88% of consumers who use mobile shopping apps71 are already looking for something different at the grocery store. iBeacon technology, supported 
by the InMarket platform, makes it possible for Snapple to provide users with a coupon during their after-hours grocery run72. Shoppers who enter 
a Walmart, Target or Safeway will instantly be notified with a digital Snapple coupon, increasing intent to purchase 20 times over73. This will inspire 
71,866,662 shopping cart races.

iBeacon coupons: uncap something spontaneous

total cost: $554,000
total impressions: 71,866,662

creative
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total cost: $3,714,129
total impressions: 1,089,419,012

transit shelter: uncap 
something fly
All out-of-home executions will 
incorporate a wallpaper motif 
to subtly challenge norms of the 
print medium. Each ad highlights a 
moment of unapologetic quirkiness; 
here, daily commuters will face a 
pattern of brilliant dental art. One 
golden grill is made more fearless 
by diamond studded braces. At 
transit shelters with digital displays, 
bystanders will trigger a motion 
sensor that animates the teeth, 
causing them to sparkle and rotate. 
These bedazzled canines will ease 
1,089,419,012 transit delays.

total cost: $2,876,489
total impressions: 120,000,000

wallscapes: uncap something to pamper
To every highly attached pet owner, here’s to you. These impossible 
to miss placements will exist along busy highways like Interstate 4 
in Orlando, the third busiest highway in the U.S74 75. This will earn 
the affection of 120,000,000 dog lovers.
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total cost: $273,960
total impressions: 30,000,000

snapplibs: uncap something (write here)
Uncap something hilarious 30,000 feet in the air. Snapple will 
place Mad Lib-esque print ads in the Delta Air Lines magazine 
Delta Sky, giving the publication’s 5 million monthly readers a 
chance to craft their own travel story76. This execution will create 
30,000,000 in-flight authors.
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total cost: $1,483,200
total impressions: 16,000,000

perfume ad: uncap something irresistable
Who said print ads have to play by the rules? Snapple will take on the high 
fashion industry by mimicking the style of a traditional scent-strip perfume 
ad in the pages of Entertainment Weekly, before an audience of 9.1 million 
readers, a majority of whom fall into Snapple’s target audience77. The 
featured fragrance will be the hypnotic Eau de Snapple. Peeling back the 
perfume strip will also reveal a coupon. The concept challenges tradition 
and engages the audience. This will earn 16,000,000 tantalizing whiffs.

creative



media objectives
While campaign messaging addresses Heartland and non-Heartland consumers uniformly, our media plan employs a dual strategy 
to target these regions separately. This plan seeks to enhance consumers’ everyday moments with unique and creative placements. 
We will reach Gen X and Gen Y with a balance of traditional, digital, guerrilla, experiential and in-store tactics. The yearlong media 
timeline is built around periods of peak Snapple consumption with consideration to accessibility and receptivity of our consumers. 
This will ensure that each media placement has the necessary reach and engagement to keep Snapple at Top-of-Mind awareness 
throughout the campaign. 
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of 25 and 49 spend an 
average of 4.7 hours per 
day on their phones and 
2.4 hours per day on 
their computers78. 
Digital media will engage 
potential consumers and 
create an intent to 
purchase in 65% of 
Snapple’s audience79.

Our TV spots, print, and out-
of-home executions will 
utilize placements that exist 
within the audience’s daily 
routine. Traditional media 
connects strongly with Gen 
X, creating potential 
purchasing action in 61% of 
the audience82.

90% consumers make 
impulse purchases while 
shopping80. This gives 
Snapple an opportunity to 
attract consumers with 
unique and unexpected 
in-store content. These 
placements will increase 
potential purchase intent 
in 77% of consumers81.

These tactics will maximize 
Snapple’s brand awareness 
in key cities to show that 
Snapple is bigger than its 
roots. 88% of shoppers buy a 
product if they enjoy a related 
experiential interaction and 
70% of shoppers say they will 
share a brand experience 
through social media83. 
These executions will 
increase intent to purchase in 
62% of the brand’s 
audience84.

media
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This campaign will increase Top-of-Mind brand awareness in all states with a particular focus on sales driving tactics 
in the Heartland to further support Snapple’s pre-existing brand loyalty. Our executions are distributed in specific 
cities within the states listed below to meet the sales objective of increasing purchase frequency from 9 to 10 in 
the Heartland and 1 to 3 in the non-Heartland.

markets
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New York 
Pennsylvania 
Connecticut 
Washington D.C. 
Massachusetts

California 
Texas 
Florida 
Illinois 
Arizona
Ohio 
Virgina 
New Jersey 

South Carolina 
North Carolina 
Georgia 
Tennessee 
Washington 
Maryland 
Indiana 
Colorado

• States with the highest percentages of Gen 
X and Y86

• States with the highest Snapple distribution 
potential87

• States with the most Walmarts, convenience 
stores, and grocery stores88 89 90

• States most likely to use coupons91

• Top percentage of sugar intake per state92 93

• Top public transportation systems94

• Average annual household income95 96

considerations

Snapple sells an average of 35 million 
cases per year—630 million bottles 
annually. 50% of sales occur in the 
Heartland and 50% in the non-Heartland85. 
To quantify the sales objective of 
increasing the frequency of Snapple 
purchases from 9 to 10 in the Heartland 
and 1 to 3 in the non-Heartland, we 
considered each purchase to account for 
at least one bottle. Then, we determined 
the total number of additional bottles that 
must be sold in each market.

sales metrics

heartland

non-heartland

total sales

In order to reach the 9 to 10 sales goal, we 
need to increase average yearly sales by 
an additional 35 million bottles. This gives 
us a total sales goal of 350 million bottles 
in the Heartland.

In order to reach the 1 to 3 sales goal, we 
need to increase average yearly sales by 
an additional 630 million bottles. This 
gives us a total sales goal of 945 million 
bottles in the non-Heartland.

To achieve these sales objectives, total 
yearly national sales require a 105% 
increase, for an additional 665 million 
bottles. This rounds out to a total national 
sales goal of 1.295 billion bottles, which 
is a total of 71.9 million cases purchased 
throughout the duration of our campaign. 

media



january     february     march     april     may     june     july     august     september     october     november    december
digital 
social
facebook
snapchat
spotify
pandora
hulu
youtube

traditional
tv targeting
print
transit shelters
billboards
wallscapes

in-store
fridge caps
ibeacon technology
end of aisle caps
snapple flight kits

guerrilla / 
experiential
silent discos
comic-con photobooth
bay to breakers
subway flipbook
escalators
digital vending

timeline
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budget
The overall budget reflects media buys that 
are essential in actualizing our campaign 
objectives while remaining within the allotted 
$50 million budget provided by Snapple. This 
breakdown includes costs of production, labor, 
transportation, licensing, placement, media 
fees, agency fees and activation support.

The final budget allocates funds according to 
placement and number of impressions. Digital 
media is the largest expenditure, garnering the 
most impressions at 1.3 billion, which accounts 
for almost one third of the total 4 billion 
impressions.

media



evaluations + 
impressions
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total

total 
impressions
4,077,671,188

The weighted chart of 
total impressions reflects 
the evolution of the 
campaign leading in and 
out of the summer months 
when Snapple is consumed 
most.

actionable
impressions

2,701,055,114

weighted 
charts
While levels of media 
interaction fluctuate among 
consumers, the campaign is 
built to achieve its highest 
reach and frequency during 
summer months when 
Snapple sales are highest97.

total impressions

traditional

in-store

Traditional media connects 
with a large portion of our 
audience and runs 
throughout the year, with an 
emphasis on summer 
months. These messages are 
positioned to grow Snapple 
Top-of-Mind awareness and 
increase purchase volume.

While maintaining a strong 
presence throughout the 
year, in-store media 
capitalizes on impulse 
purchasing habits during 
summer months when 
Snapple consumption is 
particularly high.

traditional impressions

in-store impressions

media

(Total estimate of purchase 
intent based on total 
impressions)



profit measurement

conclusion

Snapple challenged us to increase overall U.S. 
sales by 105%, from 35 million cases to 71.9 
million cases purchased per year. By earning over 
4 billion impressions and integrating media 
placements that increase the consumer’s intent 
to purchase by 66%, this campaign will result in 
a potential increase of Snapple volume to 150 
million cases—2.7 billion bottles—exceeding the 
sales objective requested by Snapple.

Snapple asked us to increase their brand 
awareness and drive sales throughout the 
nation. 

We gave Snapple something different—a unique, 
revitalized voice inspired by the same personality 
that founded the brand. Our campaign re-
establishes Snapple’s position in culture and 
distinguishes it from the rest of the RTD beverage 
market. By enabling consumers to celebrate 
being unapologetically themselves, Snapple will 
own authentic quirkiness.

We look forward to working with you.

Thank you.
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concept testing
We tested our manifesto video and storyboards 
of two television spots using Dialsmith, a 
perception analyzer dial testing service. 

For the manifesto video, we used moment-to-
moment feedback testing that utilizes an on-
screen slider scale to measure how much viewers 
enjoyed the material. Based on the high and low 
points of this feedback, we understood which 
creative materials resonated with viewers and 
adjusted our creative content accordingly. 

For our TV spots, we asked respondents to select 
the three words from a list of twenty positive and 
negative adjectives that best described the ads. 
For the Sunday stroll spot, respondents chose 
“cute,” “lighthearted,” and quirky;” for the emoji 
painter spot, respondents chose “quirky,” 
“lighthearted,” and “unique.” These results 
confirmed that our creative materials resonated 
positively with our audience and restored 
Snapple’s quirky brand voice. After viewing our 
creative content, respondents’ perceptions of 
Snapple grew favorably. 

We tested our TV spots with an Eyetribe Tracker 
and Emotient FACET using iMotion software, 
allowing us to track participants’ gazes and test 
for positive valence. In our Sunday stroll and 
emoji painter spots, participants looked at the 
Snapple bottle 100% and 75% of the time that it 
was on the screen. When the plot twist was 
revealed followed by the tagline, we recorded a 
spike in positive emotion.
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